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Diverse Learning Experiences:  
What Works, What Lasts, and Why? 

 



The brain is without doubt our most fascinating 
 organ.  Parents, educators, and society as 
 a whole have a tremendous power to shape 
 the wrinkly universe inside each child's 
 head, and, with it, the kind of person 
 he or she will turn out to be.  We owe             
 it to our children to help them grow  
 the best brains possible. 
    
    -- What is Going in There? 
                               Lise Eliot 



1.  How does the amazing brain learn  best 
(hands-on experiential learning; making 
connections via PERC3S)? 

2.  “Doer” brains: Innovation, impromptu problem-
solving (creativity and engineering) 

 

Quick writes and table talks 
 

…a visual and conceptual tour… 	  

Diverse Learning Experiences:  
What Works, What Lasts, and Why? 

 



The Human Brain: No Greater Wonder!  
 
“Let me keep my mind on what matters, 

 which is my work, which is mostly 
 standing still and learning to be 
 astonished.” 

     -- “The Messenger” by Mary Oliver 



“How does the  
human brain learn?” 



1.   People learn best through real-world first-hand 
 experiences, not through memorization. 

2.  Children are born investigators  
3.   Understanding builds over time, not from 

merely one “sitting and listening” experience 
4.  The human brain tries to “make sense” of 

incoming stimuli through the senses, through 
visualization, and through language. 

Over The Last 20 Years, Research From 
Cognitive Science Indicates That… 



The real cause of failure in formal education 

 is essentially the fact that one begins 

 with language, instead of beginning with 

 real and material action. (Piaget, 1976) 



CONCRETE Visual 
represen-

tation (VST) 

SYMBOLIC/ 
ABSTRACT 

APPLE 

The brain moves best from meaning-to-print, 
rather than from print-to-meaning 

1st hand 3rd hand 2nd hand 

most difficult means of learning  
for the developing brain 



Why is Hands-on Learning Effective? 
Developmental Neurobiology 

Sensory Cortex 
Motor cortex 

In the “digital age,” it is critical that educators 
remember  that the 10 digits on your hands were the  

first human digital devices 
(and remain the most powerful).  



 

The best way to engage students in STEM is to 

introduce one or more scientific 

“FUNomena” (a focus question, a discrepant 

event demonstration, etc.), where we make 

science intriguing, personal and relevant  (the 

catalysts for further research) – now, students 

want to investigate. 

STEM: Emotions, Engagement, 
and Curious Minds 



…with liquid?  
(“critical competitor”) 

Unleashing the 

power of 

inquiry and 

metacognition 

A distinction: 
Brain-derived 
answers vs. 
memorized 

answers 



We were never “born to read.”   

We were born to  
Invent,  

Innovate, 
Improvise, 

and  

Improve 
 

Engineering Practices  



•  Human beings were (and still are) engaged in 

 STEM experiences before we called them 

 STEM (problem-solving, meeting today’s…)  

•  Our human advances have nearly always 

 been dependent on an improved 

 understanding of science (“knowing”) 

Engineering Practices  



When was it invented? 
Drug stores 9th Cent. AD 
Contraceptives Pre-Columbian Native Americans 
Inoculations 10th  cent. AD Chinese 
Brain surgery) 15th cent. BC 
Catheters (gastro-urinary disorders) 3rd cent BC 
Surgical equipment (scalpels, drills, forceps) 15th cent. BC 
False teeth 700 BC 
Prosthetics 1000 BC 
Anesthetics 2000BC 
Map-making 3000 BC 
Odometer 300 AD 
Wind-powered cars 554 AD (China) 
Compass 13th cent. AD 
Underwater diving suit 1425 AD 
Parachute 15th cent. AD (China) 
Lightning rod 212 BC (Egypt) 
Magnifying glasses 9th cent. BC 
Pregnancy tests 700 BC (Egypt) 
Tanks 1279 AD (China) 
Spectacles 14th cent. AD 
Central heating 200 BC (China) 
Glass windows 60 BC (Rome) 
Book-printing  700 AD (China) 
Postal Systems 2000 BC 



One Invention Transforms the Landscape 

Manhattan, New York before and after the invention and widespread installation 
of elevators. The elevator safety device, which prevents elevators from falling if 
the hoisting cable fails, was patented by Elisha Graves Otis (August 3, 1811 – 
April 8, 1861), founder of the Otis Elevator Company. He worked on perfecting 
his invention from 1852 to 1854.   



Over the centuries, STEM evolved into 
 different applications and ventured into 
 new territory driven by two forces: 
 human need and human curiosity.  

One	  of	  GE's	  earliest	  photovoltaic	  (or	  solar)	  cells,	  this	  is	  a	  slightly	  smaller	  demo	  version	  of	  
the	  "Sun	  Motor"	  unveiled	  at	  the	  1939	  World's	  Fair.	  



Engineering 

Design  
and  

An Intimidating Proposal?  



Deep and Long-lasting Learning 
 

 
 1. Instructivism = teacher tells and student listens 

 (the transmission of knowledge that gets 
 memorized in isolation). 

 2. Constructivism (Piaget) = the student learns by 
 doing and making connections, as knowledge is 
 constructed inside his/her head via new brain 
 circuitry. 



3. Constructionism (Papert): learning comes by way of 
 actively constructing knowledge through the act of 
 constructing a meaningful product. Doing/making a 
 tangible and shareable artifact (public).  

Connected Learning Experiences 



Patterns of Motion: 
 Learning Progressions 

 
 

1. One disk + straw → Spinning top   
 ↓ 

2. Two disks + straw → a wheel-and-axle system 
   ↓ 

3. Four disks + straws → a pair of two wheel-and-axle  
 systems and a wheel bearing system  
   ↓ 
 Large disks vs small disks 
 Cardboard cart vs tongue depressor cart 
   ↓ 

4. Create your own cart (applications, math, design, 
 engineering, art) 



Learning progressions: Conceptual understanding 

 (“think scientifically”) is derivative of            

 in-depth, carefully-sequenced, relevant 

 experiences. (Each serves as a building block 

 in a child’s deeper understanding the  “core 

 ideas” in science)	  

Learning Progressions	  



Engineering: Wheel-and-Axle Systems 
 

•  Creating solutions to problems (the work of engineers 
 who “engage in a systematic practice of design to 
 achieve solutions particular human problems” - 
 NRC, A Framework for K-12 Science Education, 
 2012, page 11) 

•  The success of their solution(s) is determined by how 
 well or satisfactorily it solves the problem (criteria) 

•  Solutions are limited by constraints (e.g., the available 
 materials, time, budget/costs, tools, conditions, 
 etc.,) and solutions do not occur in a “light bulb 
 experience.” Instead, they require a deliberate, 
 thoughtful, systematic design process. 



Step #1 - Research the problem/challenge 
Step #2 - Brainstorm solutions 
Step #3 - Design (draw/illustrate) what the 
proposed solution would look like 
Step #4 - Build a prototype of the design 
solution 
 Step #5 - Test the prototype 
Step #6 - If improvements are needed to 
meet the stated criteria, revise or refine the 
design/drawing 
Step #7 – Build the new (“new and 
improved”) prototype – an “optimized 
solution” 
 Step #8 Test the revised solution 

Engineering: Wheel-and-Axle Systems 

Engineering challenge: Build a spinning top. 
 
1. Criteria: construct a spinning top that spins for seven 

 seconds or more. 
 

2. Constraints: (a) use only the materials provided, (b) you 
 can spin your top using only your hands, and         
 (c) five minutes to construct and test your top.   

 

Use the following items: 
•  Stirring straws 
•  Large plastic disks (red) 
•  Small plastic disks (yellow) 
•  Scissors 
•  stopwatch 



Engineering: Wheel-and-Axle Systems 

Conduct a formal investigation to answer the following 
 questions: 

 

•  Where should the disks be placed on the stirring straw 
 in order for the system to spin?  

•  Will the top spin longer if the disk is placed closer or 
 further away from the bottom of the system? 

•  How long will the disk spin if it is placed on the straw 
o  ½ inch from the bottom 
o  1 inch from the bottom 
o  2 inches from the bottom 
o  3 inches from the bottom, or  
o  4 inches from the bottom? 
(record your data: What is the optimal design?) 



Engineering: Wheel-and-Axle Systems 

1.  What seems to be the optimal distance to place 
the disk from the bottom of the straw to get the 
top to spin the greatest amount of time? 

2.  Will a larger disk spin longer than a smaller 
 disk placed the same distance from the 
 bottom of the straw? 

3.  If additional disks are added (more mass) to the 
spinning system, will the amount of time that it 
will spin increase or decrease? 

4. record your data	  



Engineering challenge: Build a wheel-and-axle 
 system (transferring your knowledge from 
 the spinning tops). 

1. Criteria: construct a wheel-and-axle system 
 that rolls at least 24 inches with a slight push. 

2. Constraints: (a) use only the materials 
 provided,  (b) your wheel-and-axle system 
 must roll 24 inches on its own                
 after one small push, and (c) you            
 have 5 minutes to construct and              
 test your wheel-and-axle system.   

Engineering: Wheel-and-Axle Systems 



	  Would you now be able to do the following 
(engineering practices/learner expectations)?   

 

 1. If you hear about an axel system, would you 
 understand what it is? 

 2. Could you recognize an axel system? 
 3. Will you remember what an axel system is? 

  5. Could you reproduce an axel system? 
 6. Would you knows how to apply your knowledge 

 about an axel system as you designed and built a 
 toy car?  

Engineering: Wheel-and-Axle Systems 



Good Thinking 

 Good thinking is a matter of making 
 connections, and knowing what kinds 
 of connections to make. 
               ---David Perkins 

  



Materials Engineering 

•  So that students understand the learning goals, state 
 explicitly what the language objective/science 
 content goals are at the beginning of class.  

1.  “Today we are going to investigate the impact that air 
 has on six balls  
o  of different sizes 
o  different weights 
o  constructed of different materials 
o  with additional attributes that differ.” 

2. Where do we see balls floating in our daily lives? 



Materials Engineering 
  

1.  Creating a game for children that requires 
 balls to float  in the air.   

2.  Investigate the impact that air has on the 
 surface of balls constructed of different 
 materials.   

3.  Which is the best ball (of the six) for meeting  
 our criteria? Why? 

4.  What is the best combination of attributes for 
 a ball floating at 8-10 inches? (create a ball 
 with characteristics from the six balls).   



Materials Engineering: Balls Floating  



Materials Engineering 
Arguments and Evidence 

  
•  Our corporation, “Airborne Games” of 

 Houston, TX is creating a new game for 
 children that requires balls that can float 
 8-9 inches in mid-air (criteria).   

•  What is the optimal kind of ball (materials 
 engineering) to select for our game?  

•  Investigate the impact that air has on        
 six different types of balls constructed of 
 six different kinds of materials 
 (constraints).   





 
•  Place the upper portion of a plastic 

bottle on the end of a hairdryer. 
•  The air stream is funneled into a smaller 

area  → forced air moves faster.  
•  The fast-moving air moves around the 

surface of the ball → creating an area of 
lower air pressure.   

•  The air stream has more pressure than 
the air surrounding the ball and keeps 
the ball snuggled inside of the air 
stream → ball to reach a point of 
balance. The force of gravity pushing 
the ball down = the force of the air 
pushing the ball up from the hair dryer  
→  the ball appears to float in mid air 
(Bernoulli's principle) 

 
 
  
   

Gravity & Balance: Floating in Mid-air? 



Goodwill Engineering 

Materials: 
 

1. Shoebox	  



Goodwill Engineering 

Materials: 
 

2. Old hair dryer 
3. An empty 
water bottle 
4. Duct tape	  



Goodwill Engineering 

Materials: 
 

5. An assortment  
of balls of different 
sizes/composition 



Goodwill Engineering 

Materials: 
 

6. Ruler 
7. Graph paper 
 
…turn on the hair dryer 

 and …	  



tacEle	  
Qualia 

•  Objects have “qualia,” pl. for the Latin noun 

 “quale,” which means what sort of or what 

 kind of (to explain the qualitative or 

 subjective aspects of objects 

•  What qualia-based questions should we ask 

 about the 6 balls? 



Predict the order in which  
these 6 balls will float from highest to lowest  

4. Blue dimpled 
    plastic golf ball 

5. Green smooth 
solid rubber ball 

1. White perforated 
       plastic ball  

2. Orange smooth 
 table tennis ball 

3. Small white  
    Styrofoam ball 

6. Large white  
Styrofoam ball 

Why? 



Balls Floating in Air 
Arguments and Evidence 

(1) White perforated plastic ball, (2) Orange smooth table tennis ball,    
(3) Small white Styrofoam ball,  (4) Blue dimpled plastic golf ball,      
(5) Green smooth solid rubber ball, (6) Large white Styrofoam ball 
 
We predict that # _?_… 

1.  ______ will float the highest because______ . 

2.  ______ will float the 2nd highest because______. 

3.  ______ will float the 3rd highest because______  

4.  ______ will float the 4th highest because______  

5.  ______ will float the 5th highest because______ 

6.  ______ will float the least because______ 

 



…Approximately high will each ball will float?  
4. Blue dimpled 
    plastic golf ball 
14 cm (cir.) 
          7.3 g 
 

5. Green smooth 
solid rubber ball 
15.5 cm (cir.) 
     4.4 g 
 

1. White perforated 
       plastic ball 
13 cm (cir.) 
       5.3 g  

2. Orange smooth 
 table tennis ball 
 13 cm (cir.)     
    2.3 g 

3. Small white  
    Styrofoam ball 
7.5 cm (cir.) 
     0.2 g 
 

6. Large white  
Styrofoam ball 
20 cm (cir) 
      4.0 g 



Balls Floating in Air 
Arguments and Evidence 

(1) White perforated plastic ball, (2) Orange smooth table tennis ball,    
(3) Small white Styrofoam ball,  (4) Blue dimpled plastic golf ball,      
(5) Green smooth solid rubber ball, (6) Large white Styrofoam ball 

1. Color 
2. Circumference 
3. Radius 
4. Solid/perforated 
5. Texture (Smoothness/ 

 roughness of surface) 
6.  Composition (material) 
7.  Softness/hardness 
8.  Dimples 
9.  Other attributes? 

Attributes of 
the six 
floating balls 



Goodwill Engineering 

Begin recording 
your results for 
the distance 
that each of the 
six balls floats 
above the lip of 
the bottle.	  



Balls Floating in Air 
Argument and Evidence 

(1) White perforated plastic ball, (2) Orange smooth table tennis ball,    
(3) Small white Styrofoam ball,  (4) Blue dimpled plastic golf ball,      
(5) Green smooth solid rubber ball, (6) Large white Styrofoam ball 
 
We discovered that the… 

1.  ______ floated the highest, because______ . 

2.  ______ floated the 2nd highest, because______. 

3.  ______ floated the 3rd highest, because______.  

4.  ______ floated the 4th highest, because______. 

5.  ______ floated the 5th highest, because______. 

6.  ______ floated the least, because______. 

 



ICLE: Application Model 

1.  Knowledge in one discipline 
2.  Application within one discipline 
3.  Application across disciplines 
4.  Application to real-world predictable 

situations 
5.  Application to real-world unpredictable 

and/or creative situations 
(“improvisational intelligence”) 



Afraid to “fail”  

“Failure is not an Option” 

Failure is nearly always a prerequisite 
 for future learning and success in 
 science. Most initial learning 
 occurs via trial-and-error. 

Emotions Can Become a  
Catalyst or an Obstacle to Learning	  



     S.A.I.L. 
  

The environmental preconditions that should be experienced by 
students prior to initiating formal instruction include...  
 

S afety (physical and emotional) 
A cceptance (no “put-downs”) 
I nclusion, interactions and involvement 

 (interpersonal/social aspect of memory formation) 
 

After satisfying these prerequisite neurophysiological and 
 hierarchical conditions, students are biologically ready for  

 

L earning (students feel their immediate environment is secure 
 enough for them to take risks, explore and discover). 

Source: Kenneth Wesson (2011). Education for the Real World; Six great ideas for parents and educators. Brain World, Issue 2, Volume II 
Winter 2011.  



•  EQ = 2 X  more accurate as a basis for 
 predicting an individual’s lifetime creative 
 accomplishments than IQ.  

•  Jonathan Plucker  (Indiana U): Creativity 
 (“CQ”) was 3X+ more accurate 

“If you're not prepared to be wrong, you will 

 never come up with anything original." 
          --Sir Ken Robinson 

•  In our schools, we’ve replaced creativity with 
 compliance (through “standardized” 
 testing). 



Goodwill Engineering 
 
Garage sales, Thrift shops, Goodwill, basements, etc. 
 
1. Remove two parts and reassemble. 
2. Remove four parts and reassemble. 
3. Remove six parts and diagram, name the parts and 

 illustrate the interior of the object.  
4. Write assembly instructions (engineer) to re-assemble 

 the six parts that were removed. 
5. Remove all of the parts, draw the complete interior, write 

assembly instructions, and have another group 
reassemble entire device using your group’s instructions 

6. Test to see if the object is (still) operational! Did it work? 



STEM education… 

The easiest way to incorporate play and STEM 
into your curriculum is to identify the STEM in 
the content and activities that you are already 
teaching.  

Some content is “STEM,” but not labeled as 
such, while other content lends itself towards 
STEM and play with just a few modest 
modifications. 



 Humpty Dumpty’s friend, the local 
fortune-teller, has predicted “a severe fall 
accompanied by multiple injuries.”  
 

 Mr. Dumpty recently saw you and 
your engineering expertise featured on 
the Six O'clock News. Design an 
engineering solution for him. 

Re-engineering: Humpty Dumpty 



Engineering solutions for Humpty Dumpty... 
•  A light-weight titanium helmet 
•  A full-body padded suit 
•  A thick foam pit at the base of the wall 
•  A seat/seatbelt system securely fastened to 

 the wall 
•  A “tip-o-meter” that sets off a siren when he 

 leans 5-10  degrees in any direction 
•  Attach him to a motion-activated parachute 
•  Place him inside a 360-degree rubberized 

 geodesic frame  
  

Re-engineering: Humpty Dumpty 



 
NGSS: 

“…develop a simple sketch, drawing or physical model 
 to illustrate how you would solve this problem.” 
 (Achieve, Inc., 2013) 

Re-engineering: The Three Little Pigs 

Problem/situation: You have received an urgent text 

message from the Three  Little Pigs, who are exasperated 

with “little pig-provocation” by their neighbor the Big Bad 

Wolf. You have been asked to engineer two safeguards to 

prevent further persecution from the Big Bad Wolf.  

What design and engineering solution can you propose? 



1. A house with an aluminum rooftop. 
2. Replace the chimney with a central heating system 
3. Wolves are afraid of snakes, so around the house… 
4. Wolves are afraid of water, so install a motion-

 sensitive automatic water sprinkling system. 
5. Build a solar-powered environmentally friendly fan 

 that blows air away from the house, when the 
 wolf blows air towards the house 

6. Build a house with a 35° angle rooftop (too steep). 
7. Wolves are afraid of water, so build a houseboat and 

 position it 20 yards from the shore. 
 

Re-engineering: The Three Little Pigs 



Only Your Imagination Can Set a Limit on Your Creative Thinking 

Houseboat Solutions for the Three  Little Pigs 
 “Arte/Scienza”  



Brain-sight:  
The Power of Visualization	  

Seeing With the Mind’s Eye 



Visual Thinking: Which Room? 
 

A murderer is condemned to death. He has to choose 

 between three rooms. The first is full of raging 

 fires, the second room is darkened, and full of 

 assassins with loaded guns, and the third is full 

 of lions that haven't eaten in 3 years. You are 

 his advisor. Which room would you say is 

 safest for him? 



Poll 

A. The raging  fires 

B. The assassins  

C. The lions   

The third room, after three years, the lions 
 should have starved to death. 



The greater the flow of water across 

 Earth’s surface, the greater the 

 rate of erosion and deposition. 

Learning is Cumulative: Complexity 
 
 



Abstract Thinking 



Using your Reflexes 
(Each takes 0.05 – 0.1 sec.) 

 
(1)  Eyes → sight  (2) visual cortex – vision → (3) association 

cortex - meaning → (4) frontal lobes – plan of action → (5) PfC 
– prepares response → (6) motor cortex – takes an action 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2 

3

4 

5 

6 



Reflexes: In the Mind 
(Each takes 0.05 – 0.1 sec.) 

 
(1)  PfC – prepares response (2) Ears → hearing → (3) motor 

cortex – takes an action 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3

1 

2 



Reflexes: Visualization 
(Each takes 0.05 – 0.1 sec.) 

 
(1)  Eyes → sight  (2) visual cortex – vision → (3) association 

cortex - meaning → (4) frontal lobes – plan of action → (5) PfC 
– prepares response → (6) motor cortex – takes an action 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2 

3

4 

5 

6 



Innovation and Creativity 
 
  

Human beings are the only animal on the planet that 

 looks for problems and for problems to solve. In 

 the late 1800s to the mid-20th century, highly 

 creative minds were needed to solve contemporary 

 challenges. If a problem that was frequently 

 encountered, someone visualized, designed and 

 produced a tool to solve that problem.  
  
 
 
 
 
 



We say that our eyes "see” - vision is accomplished by 
 specialized brain cells that convert light from the 
 external world into an elaborate neural code for 
 encoding, processing, storage and retrieval.  

 
Beginning at birth, the eyes and the brain undergo a 

 daily training regimen for understanding art and 
 images well before any thoughts of school 

 
For millions of years, vision has been our primary 

 method of experiential data collection. Nearly 80% 
 of the information we use enters our sensory world 
 via the eyes -- our major doorway to initial 
 discovery 

The Brain-based Classroom:  
Making Connections 



Brain-sight 



Brain-sight 

Eyesight 



Brain-sight 

Eyesight 

Object 







If asked in the future, which procedure should produce 
the most accurate representation of an object… 
 
A.   Tracing the object 
B.   Looking at the object while drawing it 
C.   With your eyes closed, touching and feeling the 

object followed by drawing it, although having never 
seen it. 

 

Only you will know that the range of quality for the 3      

 renditions will be the c-b-a order rather than the  

 a-b-c order. Your colleagues will be surprised by 

 this somatosensory shocker! 

“Brain-sight” vs. Eyesight 



Drawing does for the brain during the day, 
  

what  
 

Dreaming does for the brain at night. 



paFerns	  
What does a modern-day scientist look like  

when he is working?  

Relevant questions, imagination, predictions, inferences, patterns, 
hunches, experimenting (trial/error) skepticism, thinking, memory, 
curiosity, minimize errors, sense-making, a quest for knowledge →  
Science and Engineering Practices (NGSS + STREAM)  



 

We want to known best as the innovation nation 

 instead of a high-stakes testing nation, 

 where two-thirds of the hours in a school 

 year  should not be devoted to prepping 

 students for tests leaving no time for 

 science and engineering. 

Engineering and Our Future	  



Forecasting Independent Education to 2025 
-- NAIS   

 

Each year, new findings in cognitive psychology 
and neuroscience will be infused into teacher 
preparation, curriculum, instruction, student 
assessment, and the classroom environment. 
The works of Howard Gardner (“Multiple 
Intelligences”), Daniel Goleman (“Emotional 
Intelligence”), Kenneth Wesson (“Brain-
considerate Learning”), and others have 
already been influential in reshaping the 
independent school classroom, while programs 
like Mel Levine’s Schools Attuned are assisting 
educators in using neurodevelopmental content 
in their classrooms to create success at 
learning and to provide hope and satisfaction 
for all students. 



  

Too Big to Fail 



  

Too Small to Fail 



STEM: 
 

Students and Teachers Enjoying every Minute  
 of the school day,  

because it is finally connected and the  
learning suddenly makes sense! 



“Reflect and Connect” 
  

• What was the most valuable piece of information that 

 you learned this morning? What new question is 

 now on your mind? 
 

•  How did our conversation change your thinking? 

•  Write down two “I will” statements from this 

 experience.  (What will you look at differently/do 

 differently in your school/district, program or 

 institution?) 

 
Wesson - CCSS + NGSS = ST2REAM - 2015  



Learning is experiencing.  
 
Everything else is just information. 
 

                        --Albert Einstein 
 

   



The Gift 
 
 

Yesterday is history, 

Tomorrow is a mystery. 

But, today is a gift. 

That’s why it’s called 

The Present. 



Contact Information: 
Kenneth Wesson 

(408) 323-1498 (office) 
(408) 826-9595 (cell) 

San Jose, CA  
kenawesson@aol.com 

sciencemaster.com 
 




